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Bug Fixes
GUI Fixes to the DRM Plus Application

1. Delphi Theme (Slate Classico) added for higher contrast - default components had poor contrast. (Windows 10 fix)
2. Color adjustments made to a few components based on new theme:
   - Gray on loading screen corrected to override the default theme color.
   - Red text labels corrected to override default theme color.
   - Yellow highlights in the application were changed to coordinate with the new theme also corrected to override the default theme color.
   - Blue hyperlinks corrected to override the default theme color.
3. Updated to Windows 10 compatible CVision component. (Windows 10 fix)
4. A few informational messages were adjusted to wrap correctly. (Windows 10 fix)
5. Data Warehouse Reports menu adjusted to be disabled until user selection. (Windows 10 fix)
6. HNC error when deleting a screening negative exam entry - freeze. (Windows 10 fix)
7. Corrected default spell checker folder. (Windows 10 fix)
8. Corrected unfiled notes below the text marker. (Windows 10 fix)
9. Medical codes/quick codes added now show immediately without restarting the application. (Windows 10 fix)

DSS (Document Storage Systems):
Help Desk: 561-284-7200
Hours of Operation: 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM (ET)
After-Hours Support: 561-284-7200, Option 1

VA Enterprise Service Desk: 855-673-4357